TOURNAMENT COVID-19 GUIDELINES
STAFF: Admissions staff are required to wear masks at all times.
PLAYER/SPECTATOR SCREENING: We ask that all those entering our facilities do their own
screening at home. Anyone showing signs or symptoms of COVID-19 MUST NOT enter our facilities.
For detailed guidance on home screening, go to: www.cdc.gov/screening.
MASKS: ALL who enter game facilities MUST wear a mask. If you do not have one, you will NOT be
allowed in. This includes all players, coaches, referees, and spectators. Coaches and spectators
MUST wear masks AT ALL TIMES. Players and referees may remove their masks ONLY when they
are on the court. Players MUST wear masks on the bench and at all other times.
VOLLEYBALLS: Warm up-balls will not be provided at this event. All teams MUST bring their own
warm-up balls. The first team listed on the tournament schedule will provide the game ball. We will
have sanitization materials available for coaches to sanitize the game ball before and after the match.
CONCESSIONS/WATER FOUNTAINS: Due to Bellevue Public Schools guidelines, concessions and
water fountains are not available at any of the playing sites. Players must bring own personal water
bottles/containers. As a result of our enforcement of face coverings at all times, NO FOOD OR
DRINK will be allowed in the gym (exception of water bottles).
SPECTATORS:
1. Admittance will be limited to FOUR SPECTATORS PER ATHLETE FOR THE ENTIRE DAY.
2. Spectators/Athletes/Coaches are not allowed to enter the facilities until 30 minutes prior to
their first scheduled game/referee assignment.
3. In order to ensure each player does not exceed the four spectator limit, we will be tracking all
entries on each team’s roster. All attendees must receive a stamp/mark prior to gym entry.
4. Once a player reaches their daily max of four spectators, no other new individuals will allowed
entry. THIS WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED! (i.e. Four immediate household members
attend. One individual leaves, then a brand new individual tries to enter the event.)
5. Families must stay seated together, socially distanced from other families.
MATCH MODIFICATIONS:
1. Score table is limited to essential personnel only: a scorekeeper, libero tracker, and
scoreboard operator.
2. Pre-match and post-match handshake protocols are prohibited.
3. Switching team benches/courts between sets is prohibited.
4. Post-game huddles will not be allowed. Players and coaches must exit the court space
immediately following their match. Participants must maintain social distancing while exiting
the playing area.
Coaches must make sure all trash is cleaned up and must double check bench areas for any and all
belongings left behind. All items left behind will be thrown away immediately.

